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	Accurate and complete bookkeeping is crucial to any business owner, but it’s also important to those who work with the business, such as investors, financial institutions, and employees. People both inside and outside the business all depend on a bookkeeper’s accurate recordings.


	Bookkeeping For Dummies provides the easy and painless way to master this crucial art. You’ll be able to manage your own finances to save money and grow your business. This straightforward, no-nonsense guide shows you the basics of bookkeeping—from recording transactions to producing balance sheets and year-end reports. Discover how to:

	
		Outline your financial road map with a chart of accounts
	
		Keep journals of cash transactions
	
		Set up your computerized books
	
		Control your books, your records, and your money
	
		Buy and track your purchases
	
		Record sales returns and allowances
	
		Determine your employee [is “employee” necessary here?] staff’s net pay
	
		Maintain employee records
	
		Prepare your books for year’s end
	
		Report results and start over
	
		Produce an income statement
	
		Complete year-end payroll and reports



	This guide features tips and tricks for managing your business cash with your books and also profiles important accounts for any bookkeeper. There’s no question that bookkeepers must be detail-oriented, meticulous, and accurate. Bookkeeping For Dummies shows you how to keep track of your business’s financial well-being and ensure future success!
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Design, Measurement and Management of Large-Scale IP Networks: Bridging the Gap Between Theory and PracticeCambridge University Press, 2008
Designing efficient Internet Protocol (IP) networks and maintaining them effectively poses a range of challenges, but in this highly competitive industry it is crucial that these are overcome. Weaving together theory and practice, this title sets out the design and management principles of large-scale IP networks, and the need for tasks to be...
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Getting Started with Digital Imaging, Second Edition: Tips, tools and techniques for photographersFocal Press, 2006
Whether you are using a digital compact or dSLR camera to shoot, or a Mac or PC to manipulate your images, Joe Farace explains what products are out thereand how to use them to get the best shots.

While most books offer photographers tips and tricks for working with the latest software package, this book offers a new approach to working...
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Learning English as a Foreign Language For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Do you know a bit of English, and want to improve without a teacher? Whether you're a student, a traveller, or you just want to learn basic English, this plain-speaking guide will help you pick up the essentials so you'll be understanding and speaking English in no time. Improve your grammar, speech, vocabulary and pronunciation at...
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Introduction to Algorithms, Third Edition (International Edition)MIT Press, 2009

	A new edition of the essential text and professional reference, with substantial new material on such topics as vEB trees, multithreaded algorithms, dynamic programming, and edge-based flow.


	Some books on algorithms are rigorous but incomplete; others cover masses of material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms...
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Vue.js 2 Design Patterns and Best Practices: Build enterprise-ready, modular Vue.js applications with Vuex and NuxtPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become an expert Vue developer by understanding the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js to write clean and maintainable code.

	
		Key Features

		
			Craft highly modular applications by exploring the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js
	
			Enforce a...
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Drupal 6 Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2009
The earlier a site appears in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine. Despite several advantages, many Drupal sites suffer with poor search engine standings. Perhaps you are aware of the importance of SEO for increasing traffic to your site, but do you know how to apply it to your Drupal site? Here comes...
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